MAJOR EVENTS VIRTUAL SUMMIT
IN ASSOCIATION WITH EY

NON ATTENDEE POST EVENT REPORT
SPONSORS:

DELIVERY PARTERS:

INTRODUCTION
Well that was an experience!
Over 1000 delegates representing over 600 event organisations from 70
countries; over 50 speakers delivering 39 sessions across a 3-day dual
live stream. To be honest, it was less of an event, than the creation of 2 TV
channels, curating live content for 3 days to a global audience- somehow, that
seems even more daunting a task. Had we known the size of the mountain, I
wonder whether we would have ever started climbing it!
However, with the support and guidance of our fantastic delivery
partners: EventsAir, Giggabox, Syrox and Global Event Production, and the
encouragement of our main sponsors: EY, Identity, Gold Coast and Department
of Industry and Trade, we hung on for grim life and managed to reach the
summit of the Summit! The testimonials speak for themselves and we hope,
in some small way, that this event has been a catalyst for greater global
collaboration, improved knowledge sharing- even beyond the virtual corridors
of the Summit- and a greater level confidence and excitement for the first
tentative steps towards the new normal.
A big vote of thanks is certainly due to the speakers and panellists who
invested their time and freely shared their expertise in what was a fairly alien
environment and- for some- at the most anti-social of hours.
And also the core MEI team deserves a ‘shout out’ for putting together such a
rich programme of content and networking opportunities.
This is a major step forward in our ambition to contribute to the creation of
a professional community who share lessons learned from past events and
better understand the challenges and opportunities in what is going to be a
complex international environment for the foreseeable future. Never has there
been a greater need to work together regardless of whether you are a host
organisation, a rights holders, or an expert supplier.
After a brief period of self-congratulation, like the rest of the hardy souls
working in the event industry, we now start the cycle again- this time for
our November event, which will focus on the challenges faced by domestic
events and is likely to be hosted by a Rugby League World Cup 2021 venue
somewhere within UK’s Northern Powerhouse. We hope to be able to meet
some of you there but, for those who will not be able to join us in person, we
will most definitely have a digital platform to allow you to participate. So many
lessons have been learned, the journey continues. Onwards and Upwards.
#meimemberpower.

Andy Rice
Chief Operating Officer
Major Events International
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Content Access
Catch up access to the full content of the Summit will remain open
until Midnight 26th July
Rights holders and event organisers, can request an access code
by emailing enquiries@majorevents.com

For suppliers, if you did not register for the summit,
content can be accessed for just £45!
Click the image below to register.
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Summit Overview
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Summit Overview
Organisation Breakdown
Summits hosted by MEI are an opportunity
for Event Organisations to share their insights
with delegates, and to connect them with
suppliers.

We’re amazed to see over half of our
attendees were suppliers who showcased
their solutions to our remaining attendees,
whether they be Government Officials,
Sport Federations, Host Cities, Organising
Committees, Clubs and more.

Email us to find out who we usually invite to
our summits
summits@majoreventsint.com

Country Breakdown
We are excited to present a breakdown of our
most global audience ever. Over 70 countries
joined us during the the 3 summit days to
connect and network with their peers around
the world.

Under normal circumstances we know this
would not have been possible which is why
we’re amazed by how many countries were
represented during this summit. Major
sporting events take place around the world
which is why we take part in many market
visits to keep you informed and connected.
Learn more here.
https://www.majoreventsinternational.com/
market-visits/
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Title
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IN ASSOCIATION WITH

PROGRAMME
#MES 2020

DAY 1 - TUESDAY 7 JULY
London: 10:00
Sydney: 19:00
Dubai: 13:00
New York: 05:00

Exhibition Hub Open

London: 10:30
Sydney: 19:30
Dubai: 13:30
New York: 05:30

London: 10:40
Sydney: 19:40
Dubai: 13:40
New York: 05:40

Summit Welcome

Dennis Mills, Chief Executive Officer, Major Events International

The Sustainable Olympic Winter Games

Roberto Daneo
Candidature File and Project Management
Milan Cortina 2026

London: 11:10
Sydney: 20:10
Dubai: 14:10
New York: 06:10

Exhibition Hub Open
Update from Drone Champions League

London: 11:40
Sydney: 20:40
Dubai: 14:40
New York: 06:40

Mike Hoehsl
Chief Executive Officer
DCL

London: 12:10
Sydney: 21:10
Dubai: 15:10
New York: 07:10

Jon Brown
Control Risks

Jake Marsh
Stats Perform

Maximising your Data

Ed Hannover
DLA Piper

Jonathan Bramley, BBC
Chris Jenkins, Commonwealth Games Wales
Kevin Moore, The Silverstone Experience
Michael Gietzen, Identity Group
Shea Bennett, Identity Group

Patrick Barrett
ECAL

Jonathan Durling
The Tour

Jon Dutton
Rugby League World Cup
2021

SailGP – Powered by Nature

Susie Tomson
Sustainability Director
SailGp

Charlie Dewhurst
Commercial Strategy Director
SailGp

Women in Sport

Marijke Fleuren, IOC Women in Sport Commission

Is Sport the last Gender Equity Frontier?

London: 14:10
Sydney: 23:10
Dubai: 17:10
New York: 09:10

Daniela Forsyth
Stack Sports

The Live Events Landscape - Now and Post
COVID-19

London: 13:25
Sydney: 22:25
Dubai: 16:25
New York: 08:25

London: 13:40
Sydney: 22:40
Dubai: 16:40
New York: 08:40

Jon Dutton
Chief Executive
Rugby League World Cup 2021

Benedict Brandmeier
Head of Sales & Strategy
DCL

Cash, Covid-19, Corruption

Daniel Heal
Control Risks

London: 12:55
Sydney: 21:55
Dubai: 15:55
New York: 07:55

Rugby League World Cup 2021 Overview

Graziella Thake, The Optimisation Hub
Florette Blackwood, Sports Ministry Jamaica
Sana Mir, Cricket Pakistan
Dr Deidre Anderson, National Rugby League
Dr Farah Palmer, New Zealand Rugby
Matt Régnier, Pleni
Katie Simmonds, SIGA International

The Link between Events & Host
Nick Prichard
Global Alliances
Cirque du Soleil

Tim Briercliffe
Secretary General
International Association of
Horticultural Producers

End of Day Discussion Panel & Exhibition & Hub Open

DAY 2 - WEDNESDAY 8 JULY
London: 10:00
Sydney: 19:00
Dubai: 13:00
New York: 05:00

Exhibition Hub Open

London: 10:30
Sydney: 19:30
Dubai: 13:30
New York: 05:30

London: 10:40
Sydney: 19:40
Dubai: 13:40
New York: 05:40

Keynote Welcome

Mayor Tom Tate, City of GoldCoast

UEFA Euro 2020 Update

In Conversation with the State of Victoria and
Events Scotland

Andy Carter
Senior Tournaments Manager
The FA

Hamish Anderson
Robbie Clyde
Matt Colston
Head
Associate Partner Head of Major Events Acquisitions & Strategy
Visit Victoria
Event Scotland
EY

London: 11:10
Sydney: 20:10
Dubai: 14:10
New York: 06:10

Exhibition Hub Open
Birmingham Commonwealth Games 2022

London: 11:40
Sydney: 20:40
Dubai: 14:40
New York: 06:40

London: 12:10
Sydney: 21:10
Dubai: 15:10
New York: 07:10

Ian Reid
Chief Executive Officer
Birmingham Commonwealth Games
2022

David Grady
Chief Financial Officer
Birmingham Commonwealth Games
2022

Risk Assessment & Analysis

Ric
Rachel Dulai
Niall Gemma Wiggs Andy Cox Robert Gofton
Robins
British Rowing McLeod
British
Control
RLSS
Met Office
RYA
Canoeing
Risks

London: 12:55
Sydney: 21:55
Dubai: 15:55
New York: 07:55

London: 13:25
Sydney: 22:25
Dubai: 16:25
New York: 08:25

London: 13:40
Sydney: 22:40
Dubai: 16:40
New York: 08:40

London: 14:10
Sydney: 23:10
Dubai: 17:10
New York: 09:10

How Sporting Events Can Foster Community In
Times of Need

Tracey Power
Rugby League World
Cup 2021

Ian Adamson Nick Paul
Stephen Bourdeau
World Triathlon Series World OCR
Init Live

What is the Mental Tapestry that will underpin our return
Sport?

Covid-Secure Security Challenges

Adam Down
Foamhand

Adam Taylor
World Archery

Zoe Smith
Eoghan Gill
Lee Davidson
Foamhand Tottenham Hotspur
FIFA

Besim
Florette
Alan Dr. Kirill Micallef Sana Mir
Graziella Amelia Kuk
Blackwood Beckford
Stafrace
Thake PNG Orchids Haasani
Pakistan
Kosovo NOC Sports Ministry JOA
Maltese NOC Cricket
Optimisation
Jamaica
Hub

Special Olympics: Play Unified COVID-19

E-FISE: The New Innovation

Lou Lauria
Chief Games & Competitions
Special Olympics

Olivier Pascal
International Development Director
Hurricane Group (FISE World Series Organizer)

Munich European Championships 2022
Charles Law, Head of IT & Technology

FIFA World Cup 2022™ - Progress Updated

Mohamed Al-Atwaan
Project Manager, Technical Delivery
Supreme Committee for Delivery & Legacy

Service Delivery Expert Panel: Business Operations in
a Complex & dynamic International Events
Mike Wainwright
Head of UK
Partnerships
AFEX

Anja Schweickert
Manager
DB Schenker

End of Day Discussion Panel & Exhibition Hub Open

Michiel Aulbers
Commercial Head
Global Sports
ATPI

DAY 3 - THURSDAY 9 JULY
London: 10:00
Sydney: 19:00
Dubai: 13:00
New York: 05:00

Exhibition Hub Open

London: 10:30
Sydney: 19:30
Dubai: 13:30
New York: 05:30

London: 10:40
Sydney: 19:40
Dubai: 13:40
New York: 05:40

Keynote Welcome

Andrew Parsons, President, International Paralympic Committee

Esports: Maccabi’s Newest Offerings

Roy Hessing
Chief Executive Officer
Maccabi World Union

Vlad Marinesco
President
International e-sports Federation

London: 11:10
Sydney: 20:10
Dubai: 14:10
New York: 06:10

London: 11:40
Sydney: 20:40
Dubai: 14:40
New York: 06:40

David Crocker
Director
FIBA 2023

London: 13:25
Sydney: 22:25
Dubai: 16:25
New York: 08:25

London: 13:40
Sydney: 22:40
Dubai: 16:40
New York: 08:40

London: 14:10
Sydney: 23:10
Dubai: 17:10
New York: 09:10

Minami Uchida
Former RWC2019
Planning Director

Stephanie Bigley
Daniella Forsyth Emma Peat
Stack Sports England Hockey Greater London Authority

FIFA World Cup 2026: From United Bid to
Unified Hosts
John Kristick
former Executive Director
FIFA 2026

Planning for Postponement of Major Events

Andrew Sharp
Event Planning
Group

Bringing your Workforce back into Work Safely

Phillip Gbormittah
Rosterfy

London: 12:55
Sydney: 21:55
Dubai: 15:55
New York: 07:55

Naoki Matsumura
Yoshimasa Matsuura
EY Japan Sports & Mega Event Japan Customer Director
Sector Lead

Exhibition Hub Open
FIBA World Cup 2023: The Multiple Hosts

London: 12:10
Sydney: 21:10
Dubai: 15:10
New York: 07:10

Lessons learnt from the Rugby World Cup 2019

Mike Libber
Local Organising Committee Baltimore

Rob Abernethy
Rugby World
Cup 2019

Xavier Becker
International
Olympic Committee

Paul Berger
Arena Group

Motorsport with Diana Binks

Alexandre Molina
Formula 1

Charles Balchin
IMG

Diana Binks

Liz Brooks
Formula E

A Briefing from Chengdu and the World
Student Games 2021
Wang Guangliang
Liaison Division Chief, General Administration Department EC
31st FISU WUG Summer

Business Quiz Sponsored by Piing
Gareth Langley, Chief Executive, Piing

Paris 2024 Olympic & Paralympic Games
Overview
Lambis Konstantinidis
Director of Planning & Coordination
Paris 2024

Developments in the Middle East

Neal Coupland
Sports Partnership Director
NEOM

Matthew Clarke
CEO
Amadeus Holdings

Mark Hill
Partner
Charles Russell Speechly

End of Day Discussion Panel & Exhibition Hub Open

Feedback

The whole virtual configuration
is brilliant - my first time
experiencing this kind of
conference. Very organised,
minimal technical difficulties and
super professional.

Good breadth of speakers and
relatively smooth technical
delivery.

Fiona Sanna
International Paralympic Committee

Andy Carter
The Football Association

It was great to be part of the
MEI Summit and a real credit to
yourselves for pulling it together
and to such a high level. I really
think this is the way forwards to
allow greater engagement.
Gemma Wiggs
British Canoeing

Thank you very much to you and
your team for the invitation, the
kind words and for the excellent
organisation
Lambis Konstantinidis
Paris Olympic Games 2024

First virtual conference Quality
Agenda Good balance of time
per day .

Matthew Clarke
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It was great opportunity under
pandemic but hosted such nice
opportunity as if we are at the
real event.
Reiko Chinen
Tokyo 2020

Overall excellent event with
great content and speaker
quality

Mark Thomas
World Rowing

Global representation of
speakers Industry Unity,
Integration of Suppliers, TimeKeeping.
Wyn Fanshawe
Capture the Event Services

The sessions were interesting,
and all in all it was a good effort.
I appreciate the opening and
courage to try out different
options in the current global
situation.
Larisa Kiss
International Judo Federation

Comms were succinct and well
placed; the subject matter on
offer was diverse, interesting and
timely.
Katie Burnett
Expo 2020 Dubai

On the whole the platform
worked very well, the timeline
and ease of joining sessions was
effective
Jennifer McLean
Raven Controls

The number and status of the
delegates was impressive.

David Gardner
First Travel Solutions

Milan Cortina Winter Olympics 2026
“For the first time, we are giving birth to a new way of conceding Olympic
games, fully applying to the agenda 2020 recommendations by IOC, a new
normal giving flow to sustainable games and in many years what will be
applied to winter and summer Olympic games.” For the first time, there will
be 2 host cities and 4 supporting regions, delivering the most sustainable and
inspirational Olympic games with the aspiration is to change lives. As well
as outlining the locations of the games and the budget overview, Roberto
discussed how Milan Cortina were able to win the bid for the 2026 Olympic
Games. He explained how their focus on sustainability, the opportunities to
accessibility and their “Legacy programme” was what won them over with the
IOC.

Roberto Daneo

WePLAN
Candidature File and Project
Management, Milan-Cortina
2026

Update from Drone Champions
League
“Only real hybrid motorsport in the world. Can do what’s done in
the real world on a computer in the real cities, locations virtually
Benedict Brandmeier
implemented, making us very unique.” The Drone Champions League is
Mike Hoehsl
DCL
DCL
the world’s leading championship for professional drone teams, the goal
Drone Champions
is to get closer to the real race as possible, with no difference between
flying on a computer to flying outdoors. Both Mike and Benedict
outlined the future plans of the Drone Champions League, as well as
how Drone racing has become a new hybrid sport. Compared to other
sports, this is not limited to 2 dimensions, but 3.
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Overview of the Upcoming Rugby World
Cup 2021
“2021 will be the year of sport.” Jon Dutton, provided insight into the
preparations for the Rugby League World Cup as we near 2021. As well
as highlighting the locations of the games, the event format and the team
draws, he explained how their sustainability approach helped them in the
bidding process as well as how it will keep help the sport during this current
pandemic. He also discussed the variety of sustainable programmed in
place to help the community, including the inclusive volunteer programme,
culture and heritage programme, and the capital grants programme.

Jon Dutton
Rugby League World Cup
2021

Cash, Covid-19, Corruption
Our 4 panellists had an all-important discussion about integrity risks and how it’s evolving especially during
COVID-19. They outlined the reasons why sporting organisations fall into financial pressure and feel the
need to match fix even before the pandemic, including loss of revenue from stakeholders, reduction in
salary and involvement with criminal groups. This can have a major impact in bidding processes or further
financial implications, so the best approach is to consider developing compliance programmes as soon as
possible, sharing information, creating awareness and condemning criminal activity that has taken place.
Organisations that don’t stand for corruption have more trust and support of fans and governing bodies.

Daniel Heal
Control Risks
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Jon Brown
Control Risks

Jake Marsh
Stats Perform

Ed Hannover
DLA Piper

Maximising your Data
As the world constantly changes, our 4 panellists discuss the best approaches for looking into consumer habits
and how COVID-19 has actually helped maximise their data strategy. With postponement and cancellations,
clients have had to be quick and innovative in creating new events to keep their consumers engaged, and in this
process they need to communicatee with their database in order to gain a better understanding of them. It’s
also important to ensure partners and sponsors getting the value promised from the audience, which means
they need to be aware of key stats and behavioural insights. Before communication with the database begins,
there needs to be a strong understanding of the audience to avoid wasted opportunities when making contact.

Jon Dutton
Rugby League

Daniela Forsyth
Stack Sports

Patrick Barrett
ECAL

Jonathan Durling
Sweetspot
Group

The Live Events Landscape - Now and Post COVID-19
“It’s great to see our Government recognised events industry as well as arts and entertainment but it’s not
deep enough to where we’re involved. In an industry worth billions of pounds in the UK, biggest fear is what
will be left after this.” Our speakers discussed when life would return to normal and how they have dealt
with the current pandemic challenges, such as BBC sport showing premier league games and how athletes
are adjusting to sports when considering social distancing. The panel also discussed the impact of no crowd
noise has had on sports like the UFC and golf and whether going forward it is something for organisers to
consider.
Chris Jenkins
Commonwealth Games Federation
Dr Kevin Moore
Silverstone
Experience

Jonathan Bramley
BBC Sport

Shea Bennett
Identity Group

Michael Gietzen
Identity Group
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SailGP - Powered by Nature

Dr Susie Tomson
SailGP

Delivering the fastest and intense on water race, Sail GP was founded
in 2018 and have positioned sailing amongst world’s top professional
sports. The foundation is now nation vs nation racing championship,
with the drive to reimagine professional sailing and become the
pinnacle of sport. Powered by the wind and sun, sustainable
development is the driving force for organisation, with the purpose
to accelerate change within sport and clean energy. Being leaders
in sustainability, they embrace clean technology but find challenges
in making this a global championship. They recognise being a global
entity could impact their sustainability approach, but that doesn’t
stop them from making a bigger positive impact.

Charlie Dewhurst
SailGP

Women in Sport
“How are you making a difference? – Leading by example, combining a
lot of different roles achieved in life and helping others do take the same
step. Everything we can to connect people who want to be evolved in the
women’s world and work together with men.” In this interview session,
Marijke Fleuren was interviewed about how Hockey Federation began
including more women members so decisions were made to help women in
the sport, as well as her inspiring campaign “Equally Amazing”, which took
place throughout Europe to bring about equal opportunities in sport.
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Marijke Fleuren
IOC Women in Sport Commission

Is Sport the last Gender Equity Frontier?
The panel spoke about confidence, that women must put themselves forward for leadership by getting both
genders comfortable with leadership and access to female heroes. They concluded that we often had women
asking for permission to talk about achievements. There was another perspective presented that numbers
are not enough, and participation is not enough. If we examine the average comparative gap in pay equity its
between 62% and 93% in favour of male athletes. The biggest issues appear to be visibility, accessibility and pay
which models for sport careers in leadership.
Farah Palmer
New Zeland Rugby

Deidre Anderson
National Rugby
League Players
Association

Matt Régnier
Pleni

Katie Simmonds
SIGA

Graziella Thake
Optimisation
Hub
Florette Blackwood
Sport Ministry
Jamaica

Sana Mir
Pakistan Cricket

The Link between Events & Host
Tim Briercliffe gave a background to the AIPH, which approves the international multicultural exhibition
host city, promoting the world champion for power of plants. Cities involved in the bidding process want to
promote how green they are and want to take the opportunity to attract tourists, encourage people to live
there as well as invest there. We also heard from Nick Prichard from the Cirque de Soleil, who gave an update
into their future plans and what type of impact COVID-19 has had on them. They debated the virtual space,
that although it has dramatically released creativity into space and that the virtual world can be an extension
of live event, it can never replace the live experience.

Shaun Whatling
PICO

Tim Briercliffe
AIPH

Nick Prichard
Cirque de Soleil
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UEFA Euro 2020 Update
This session was a summary updating supporters about the latest changes
regarding Euro 2020. Due to COVID-19, Euro 2020 will now be in 2021.
Andy was analysing the challenges this has given them and plans to make
sure that the tournament will be safe, including the Return to Play Protocol
which sets out the framework of sanitary and hygiene-related procedures.
Furthermore, he went over which host cities are involved in the Euros,
which stadiums are going to be used and how many tickets were sold.
Andy Carter
The Football Association

The New Event Hosting Landscape: In Conversation
with the State of Victoria and Events Scotland
The Panel discussed the key criteria that host cities focus on when searching the globe to acquire major events.
They discussed the medium- and long-term effects of COVID on the media events industry. They acknowledge
that each event is different, and each brings different value meaning that strategies have to be catered for
certain events. They discussed delivering events that are able to promote hygiene and health due to COVID.

Matt Colston
EY

Hamish Anderson
Visit Victoria

Robbie Clyde
Event Scotland
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Birmingham Commonwealth Games
2022
Ian Reid
Birmingham
Commonwealth
Games 2022

This was a session that spoke about the plans for the upcoming Commonwealth
Games in Birmingham. Ian and David spoke about how the dates have changed
David Grady
24 hours due to COVID-19 and the change to the sporting calendar. They spoke
Birmingham
about other major challenges that they face to make sure that the tournament Commonwealth
Games 2022
is safe for athletes and supporters in post-COVID, including recovery measures
before the opening ceremony takes place. They spoke about providing hope
and opportunity to people in the UK and the legacy that the games will have
for the people in and around Birmingham, including recruitment opportunities
and improvement in infrastructure. Sustainability measures were a key theme,
outlined with 4 C’s (Certification, Carbon, Circular Economy and Conservation).

How Sporting Events Can Foster Community In Times of
Need
The Panel spoke about community building strategies, changing strategies for events post-COVID as well as
how events have a responsibility to provide a platform for global movements, such as Black Lives Matter. They
spoke about the importance of social media in interacting with the community and how putting out content is
so important to engage communities and keep them updated with any changes.
Tracey Power
Rugby League World Cup 2021

Stephen Bourdeau
World Triathlon
Series

Adam Taylor
World Archery

Ian Adamson
World OCR

Nick Paul
Init Live
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Risk Assessment & Analysis
This panel assessed risk management challenges such as establishing credible sources to understand the
link between the pandemic and domestic instability, the fracturing of geopolitics with specific focus on
government authorities and regulators and health care capabilities. Other key challenges discussed included
the governments law on mass gathering and what kind of impact that has on employees returning to work, as
well as how workers will be affected psychologically from this pandemic and how we can keep efficient and
resilient during COVID-19.

Rachel Dulai
British Rowing

Niall McLeod
RYA

Gemma Wiggs
British Canoeing

Andy Cox
Control Risks

Ric Robins
Met Office

Robert Gofton
Royal Life Saving Society

Covid-Secure Security Challenges
A very insightful panel. They spoke about the major security challenges that venues face as a result from COVID
for example how will they be able to manage mass amounts of people travelling to one venue and preventing
the spread of the virus simultaneously. They discussed partially closing venues and other measures such as
one-way systems and the negative impact of opening venues too early.

Eoghan Gill
Foamhand

Adam Down
Foamhand

Zoe Smith
Tottenham
Hotspur
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Lee Davidson
FIFA

What is the Mental Tapestry that will Underpin our
Return Sport?
The panel discussed how mental health plays an integral role in athlete performance, and injury recovery,
including Psycho-neuro-immunological (PNI) research. The high rate of athlete mental health concerns following
transition to life out of sport is receiving a greater focus across the globe, with comparable rates of negative
psychological impact being reported across sporting codes. We are seeing sport as supportive of community
mental health but not so supportive of professional athletes.

Graziella Thake
Optimisation Hub

Sana Mir
Pakistan Cricket

Alan Beckford
Jamaica Olympic Association

Florette Blackwood
Sport Ministry
Jamaica

Amelia Kuk
PNG Orchids

Dr. Kirill Micallef Stafrace
Maltese NOC

Besim Haasani
Kosovo NOC

Special Olympics: Play Unified COVID-19
Lou spoke about the Special Olympics who are the world’s largest sports
organization for children and adults with intellectual disabilities and physical
disabilities, providing year-round training and activities to 5 million participants
and Unified Sports partners in 172 countries. He explained their 5-point
approach to deliver lifesaving and life changing interventions on and off the field.
Lou Lauria
Special Olympics
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E-FISE: The New Innovation
FISE Montpellier is the biggest urban sports festival in the world and that it is
the third biggest event in France. The events include outdoor activities such as
BMX, Skateboard, Scooter, Roller etc. Olivier explained how this year’s festival
would be the first ever digital festival due to COVID-19 meaning that fans will be
able to access the festival online. He spoke about the 7 disciplines needed for
E-Fise to be successful.
Olivier Pascal
FISE World Series Organizer

Munich European Championships 2022

Charles Law
Munich European
Championships 2022
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Charles was interviewed about the European Championships that take
place from 11 to 21 August 2022, when 4,400 athletes from across
Europe descend on the Bavarian capital to compete in nine sports, in the
pursuit of one of the 158 gold medals on offer. He addressed the COVID
Stefan Schumm
challenges they will now have to take into consideration as that is a
Munich European
Championships 2022
new challenge they will have to face. Additionally, spoke about how the
sustainability of the European Championships 2022 is assured, only using
pre-existing infrastructure, minimalizing the impact the Championships
will have on the surrounds. Short commutes are further enhanced, thanks
to the close proximity of the venues and excellent public transport routes
connecting Munich Olympic Park to downtown Munich.

FIFA World Cup 2022™ - Progress
Updated
Updates on the World Cup that is due to take place in Qatar. Mohamed went
through all the stadiums that are going to be used during the tournament and
updated us on their construction and development. Furthermore, he spoke
about the legacy that Qatar 2022 will have and the plans they have for the
stadiums after the tournament ends. Also, emphasised Qatar’s commitment
to hosting a Carbon Neutral world cup in line with the UN Sustainability
Development Goals.

Mohamed Al-Atwaan
Qatar World Cup 2022

Service Delivery Expert Panel: Business
Operations in a Complex & dynamic International Events
Discussions were centred around the operations in complex and dynamic international events. They were
speaking about how they can build relations with clients and reviewing processes in order to make better
well-informed decisions particularly in a COVID world. They discussed how most business models are shifting
from ‘command and control’ management styles to collaboration and teamwork. Nowadays, successful
organisations want better collaboration, better analytics capabilities, and they want to be agile.

Michiel Aulbers
ATPI

Anja Schweickert
DB Schenker

Dennis Mills
Major Events
International

Mike Wainwright
AFEX
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International Paralympic Committee
Andrew Parsons, President of the International Paralympic Committee, set
his alarm for 5.30am and joined us for his keynote. He spoke of the need for
change and the importance of adaptability, not just in the face of Covid-19, but
also the changing demands of a new ‘enlightened’ generation as well as the
value of diversity and inclusion and the importance of driving out all stigma
attached to disability. He also spoke of the positive impact derived from the
Paralympics, including societal change in attitudes in China and Russia, as well
as changed opportunities in the UK.

Andrew Parsons
International Paralympic
Committee

Esports: Maccabi’s Newest Offerings

Vlad Marinesco
International
e-sports Federation

22

Roy and Vlad gave details of their exciting collaboration which sees a ‘hybrid’
event of eGaming and Physical sport being planned for 2021. The collaboration
marks the 21st Maccabi Games and the 11th eSports World Championship
in December 2020, COVID-19 permitting. If players cannot travel, the final
qualification rounds will be run online. The Gaming platforms are currently
still being negotiated, but they will be a range of games with complementary
skill sets. Broadcast delivery will be largely via social media, with a predicted
viewership of 25 million from 70 countries.

Roy Hessing
Maccabi
World Union

Lessons learnt from the Rugby World Cup 2019 &
the Ramifications for Future Japan-Hosted Events
In this fantastic session from EY we got a detailed run down of the amazing things that happened in the 2019
rugby world cup. Going through how the world cup was ground-breaking, being the first in Asia, and how it
was record breaking with over 99% of the seats filed, the highest from any world cup before. EY showed how
the world cup was so successful, the future impacts of the tournament in the future for Japan and what there
was to learn for all future world cups.

Minami Uchida
EY

Yoshimasa Matsuura
EY

Naoki Matsumura
EY

FIBA World Cup 2023: The Multiple Hosts
David gave a comprehensive review of the success of the 1st FIBA World
Champs in China in 2019, including 32 Nations qualified from an entry of 80,
allowing stars to appear in their home countries during the home leg, and the
final being watched by 160m people in 190 territories! David shared details on
each host (Philippines, Japan and Indonesia) and some sense of the operational
challenges and business processes. Including how the procurement process will
be centralised as much as possible, and the legacy will focus on: Human Capital
Development, Economic impact and Facility development.

David Crocker
FIBA 2023
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Planning for Postponement of Major Events
In this session the panel discussed they key points to think about when planning an event. How you need
to plan in the future and make sure you think of where you are holding the events and what might have
happened historically. With the use of personal examples they go through clear ideas to use that will help with
future event planning such as a risk registers and contingency planning.

Andrew Sharp
Event Planning
Group

Paul Berger
Arena Group

Rob Abernethy
Rugby World
Cup 2019

Motorsport with Diana Binks
“How great is it that fans can compete with their heroes in a virtual world.” Diana ran an incredibly upbeat
and positive panel consisting of a motorsports team, a federation and an agency. The perfect combination.
The panel spoke about how quickly the industry had adapted; the new avenues of ‘behind the scenes’ content
which have been found due to ‘forced’ creativity- and the level of engagement they seem to secure. They also
spoke about the power and potential of social media for strengthening the connection between fans, talent
and brands. They also spoke about the COVID legacy from a sustainability and mental health perspective,
feeling that ‘the crisis’ has been a great catalyst to increase the speed of change.

Diana Binks

Liz Brooks
Formula E
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Alexandre Molina
Formula 1

Charles Balchin
IMG

Bringing your Workforce Back into Work Safely
The panel answered key questions about the immediate impact of dealing with COVID-19, the recruitment
process guidelines, collecting sensitive data in line with GDPR and attracting new volunteers as well as
engaging with current ones. They spoke about how with no events it’s important to keep volunteers engaged
and motivated, they did so by providing them with other volunteering opportunities in hospitals and the TFL,
as well interactively through video calling and quiz nights. Technology played a huge factor in this process in
order to connect with their staff, as well segmenting their staff for contingency plans when following up with
Government guidelines.

Daniella Forsyth
Stack Sports

Phillip Gbormittah
Rosterfy

Emma Peat
England Hockey

Stephanie Bigley
Greater London
Authority

FIFA World Cup 2026: From United Bid to
Unified Hosts

John Kristick
FIFA 2026

“There has never been a better time for suppliers to engage with US sports
owners and franchises.” John and Mike explained the biggest challenge with
the United bid had been the compressed bid process (time scale of less than a
year), but that the joint bids trump card had been the ‘event readiness’ of the
3 combined hosts. FIFA are now taking a much more centralised role than they
have had in the past. The next stage of the process is to strip the 17 potential US
host cities down to 10 - who will then work with the 3 host cities from Mexico
and 3 from Canada.

Mike Libber
Local Organising
Committee
Baltimore
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A Briefing from Chengdu and the World
Student Games 2021
Wang did a 2 part presentation about the city of Chengdu, and then the World
University Games. As well as highlighting key sporting facts about Chengdu, Wang
highlighted a 5 step goal plan towards Chengdu becoming a world renowned city of
sporting events. Including reconstructing sport venues, hosting more sport events,
cultivating new driving forces in the industry, cultivating athletes and encouraging
his fitness for all campaign. He then did an overview of the FISU World University
Games 2021, including this as an opportunity to fulfil his vision of Chengdu
becoming one of the fastest growing cities in china, one of the most important
centres of international exchange, and one of the happiest cities in china.

Wang Guangliang
31st FISU WUG Summer

Paris 2024 Olympic & Paralympic Games
Overview
Lambis presented a series of slides detailing the 3 main pillars of the 2024
Games: Celebration, Legacy and Engagement. He explained that Paris 2024
would be special because it would mark the centenary of the 1924 games and
would nod to history where possible. The Games constantly look to generate
efficiencies - such as the co-funding of temporary venues, they will be greener,
more inclusive and more engaging than ever before - with mass participation
events on the marathon and the cycling routes, as well as seeking to embed sport
in particular within marginalised groups.
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Lambis Konstantinidis
Paris 2024 Olympic
& Paralympic Games

Developments in the Middle East
In this session, Mark, Matthew and Neal spoke about the changes in the Middle East in the last few years, as
well as if there are opportunities for suppliers outside the Middle East to work in the regions. In the past 5
years, we’ve seen Infrastructure changes (more stadiums), Investment in resources (skills and competence
of professionals) and Value proposition (focus not only on sports but culture and history). As developments
continue, it creates enormous demands which are partly met with local resorts, but are always going to need
international supply.

Matthew Clarke
Amadeus Holdings

Mark Hill
Charles Russell
Speechly

Neal Coupland
NEOM

SAVE THE DATE
25-27

National Events Summits

24-25

International Federations Summit

Nov

Feb 2021

TBC

This Summit will bring greater focus on activities in the UK where venue development
and support requirements are driving significant focus.

Olympic Museum, Lausanne, Switzerland

The International Federations Summit is a great opportunity for International
Federations to interact with commercial companies and access new ideas and support
for running a successful event.

To participate or register your interest in being involved, email us at...
summits@majoreventsint.com
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I think back to our initial planning days in March and reflect on our naivete and the fact that we
had very little idea of the mountain we were setting ourselves to climb! However, thanks largely to
the professionalism, talent and commitment of our delivery partners we have pulled together an
unprecedented (there’s that word again), Summit in terms of numbers of delegates; quality of presenters/
panellists and breadth of ambition in terms of delivery platform from the perspective of networking,
exhibiting and showcasing best practice via video contend and credential presentations.
It is incumbent on me to thank our MEI member partners for their guidance and support:
Thanks to EventsAir who, through simply strength of determination designed a world-beating virtual event
delivery platform in OnAir - https://eventsair.com/
Thanks to Giggabox whose live streaming and event delivery expertise has been invaluable in taking this
event and turning it into a dual TV channel experienc e- https://www.giggabox.co.uk/
Thanks to Global Event Production for their creative input and strategic guidance - https://www.globaleventproductions.com/
Thanks to Syrox Media who, throughout the process have been asking the difficult questions we wanted
to avoid, and who have all the developments skills a rights holder would ever need - https://www.
syroxemedia.co.uk/
Thanks to Triggerfish who have been fundamental in the success of our ‘wall of sound’ social media
campaigns - http://www.triggerfish.co.uk/
Thanks to High Life Productions who will be producing the legacy video of this seminal event - https://
highlifeproductions.co.uk/

Andy Rice
Chief Operating Officer
Major Events International
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EventsAir

To make the summit the success it was, we
partnered with EventsAir who introduced
us to the OnAir platform.

For 30 years, the team at EventsAIR have
developed some of the biggest innovations
in the event management industry. Their
background is in events management,
so they think like event organisers. They
design and develop according to what will
make life easier for attendees, and what
will benefit the host organisation.

As much as the online platform can never
replace the physical outset, our attendees
were still given the opportunity to visit
our exhibitor stands, request meetings
and exchange contact details. As well as
accessing various documents and visiting
web links.
As well as visiting the stands, our 1,100
attendees were given the opportunity to
network with each other too. With the
option to request meetings and video call,
our attendees were still able to connect.
Over 797 accepted connections took place!

If you want to replicate our successful
conference, feel free to get in touch with
the EventsAir Executive Director, Paul
Martin.

p.martin@eventsair.com
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+44 (0)20 3026 0064

Giggabox

This summit would not have been a success without the contributions of Giggabox.

At Giggabox, they use Video, Motion Graphics, Drones Live Streaming and Events to tell their clients
stories to showcase their business, product or service. They bring a ‘can-do’ attitude to everything
they do, ensuring project gets delivered efficiently and on budget. They have three in-house edit suites
making them a highly dynamic team with very efficient turn around periods. They are experts in Live
Streaming and deliver solutions for businesses to communicate regularly with their employees.

As you can see below, the team worked tirelessly throughout the summit to provide you with live and
interactive sessions, and now they have uploaded all the sessions on the platform for you to rewatch.

Get in touch now with the CEO of Giggabox, Paul Musselle
paul.musselle@giggabox.co.uk
+44 (0)12 8073 5050
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Moderators
Thank you to our 2 moderators for taking part in the summit for the 3 days!
“I’m Diana Binks. I’m a leading communications consultant, coach, and broadcaster. I help people perform at a
higher level, work with them to develop their story to attract dream clients and gain media attention. I have 20
years of media and broadcast experience. I’ve interviewed celebrities, actors and high performing sports athletes
during the pinnacle of their careers. I’ve handled crisis situations during live televised sports events. I coached
athletes, budding television presenters, reporters, and new media executives. I’ve also hung upside down in
a Corvus Racer Red Bull Air Race aerobatic plane. I am proud to be part of the growing business specialising
in communications, broadcast, and performance coaching. I can help you be the best communicator that you
choose to be - whatever the circumstances. Everyone has a story........”

I loved being part of it. A big thank you to all of you at MEI for having the vision
to bring it together.
Please get in contact via my website here - www.dianabinks.com/

Mark Clemmit, known to many as Clem, is renowned for his relaxed access all areas style as the features reporter
on BBC One′s Football Focus. He is also part of the channel’s studio presentation team on the country’s most
watched results programme Final Score and a reporter for Match of the Day Live. In addition he is one of the
longest established voices on BBC Radio 5 Live and has hosted the station’s flagship 5 Live Sport programme and
their coverage of The Great North Run. His additional role, very much in keeping with the one he’s established
over the past decade and a half, as one of English football’s most familiar voices and faces – specialising in life
below the Premier League and often championing the role of the underdog. An immensely popular event,
conference and awards presenter, he has worked extensively for English football’s main organisations, sponsors
and beyond. He is also a regular host for both the Professional Footballers Association and the League Managers
Association.

What a tremendous global experience last week was. A whistle-stop tour of
several continents & many different sporting events perspectives, all from the
comfort of my own living room in a matter of hours.
If you need help with hosting your own event, face to face or virtual or brushing
up on your presentation skills, then please do get in touch www.markclemmit.com
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Global Event Productions
Production oversight, and in particular the opening ceremony video, was by Global Event Productions,
a sister company and part of the Protec Group. They are a major events production consortium,
comprising of an elite team of the world’s most sought after and experienced event production &
creative professionals that join forces for major events. This elite team includes members who have
delivered the most memorable shows in the world, including the opening & closing ceremonies for
multiple Olympic Games, World Cups, Commonwealth Games, Regional Games, military tattoos,
concerts, festivals and more, in various capacities.
Eddie Andrade

|

eandrade@productiontec.com

|

+44 (0)203 675 9530

Syrox Media
Technical oversight was provided by Syrox Media. With over 15 years’ experience in web, mobile-app
and application development Syrox has built strong affiliations within the sport and event sector, having
developed many bespoke solutions for the likes of FIFA, Getty Images, IMG and UEFA. We specialise
in secure data and guest-focused solutions, by using a data-driven approach we help organisers and
federations strengthen their relationship with their partners, VIPs and guests before, during and
after the event. Through flexible attributes and planning, resulting in both enjoyable and productive
participation.
Julian Wood

|

Julian@syrox.co.uk

|

+44 (0)20 8549 8884

Triggerfish
The Social Media campaign was managed by Triggerfish. Their insights and innovative outlook have
been the backbone to our business which celebrates 21 years in 2020. We’ve been the communication
partner for sports and heritage venues, ancillary suppliers and trade bodies and have built a strong
reputation for being can-do, candid and creative. Our premise is to ensure our clients messages are
read by the right decision makers across the various platforms; from print and broadcast to narrowcast
Linkedin or highly targeted e-comms meaning we’ve embraced the cut through of digital and balance it
with hi value media relations.
Andrew White

|

andrew@triggerfish.co.uk

|

+44 (0)20 7233 9700

Highlife Productions
High Life Productions was founded by Hannah and Luke, who met and worked together at a large
production agency. Uninspired by the ‘one size fits all’ approach, they foresaw that a bespoke service
would augment the power of video and deliver better results. It also paved the way to be able to serve any
industry, any need.
This idea resonates with High Life Production’s underlying ethos of making video accessible to everyone,
giving organisations large and small a voice – as video grows, it shouldn’t become the privilege of big
corporates. We firmly believe in the power of video, if a picture paints a 1000 words, a video paints a
novel!
2019 is set to be the year of video content – we’re well placed and excited to be growing in this innovative
industry.
Luke Watson

|

Luke@highlifeproductions.co.uk

|

+44 (0)207 111 8500
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Ernst & Young Group
At EY, our purpose is Building a better working world. The insights and quality services we provide
help build trust and confidence in the capital markets and in economies the world over. As
industries converge, they create new value and opportunities for business. EY helps organizations
identify and capitalize on these new opportunities. From mobility to health care to future cities,
traditional industry boundaries are being disrupted, as sectors converge to adapt to technological
and societal changes.
Tom Kingsley

|

tkingsley@uk.ey.com

|

+44 (0)20 7951 2000

Department of International Trade

We secure UK and global prosperity by promoting and financing international trade and investment,
and championing free trade.We are an international economic department, responsible for:bringing
together policy, promotion and financial expertise to break down barriers to trade and investment,
and help businesses succeed, delivering a new trade policy framework for the UK as we leave the EU
promoting British trade and investment across the world building the global appetite for British
goods and services.
Andrew Bacchus

|

andrew.bacchus@trade.gov.uk

|

+44 (0) 20 7215 4003

Rapsican Systems

As the world’s leading security screening provider, Rapiscan Systems provides state of the art
products, solutions and services that meet our customers’ most demanding threat detection needs
while improving operational efficiency.
Steve Revell

| SRevell@rapiscansystems.com

|

+44 (0) 870 777 4301

SPONSOR S

ATPI
ATPI Sports Events has 25 years of experience working alongside athletes, international sports
teams, organising committees and federations to manage the logistics of sporting events including
the Volvo Ocean Race, the Commonwealth Games, Olympic Games and international football
& rugby tournaments. Whether clients are looking to overcome the challenges of sponsorship
activation, travel logistics, programme design, registration, stakeholder management or group
ticketing and travel, ATPI Sports Events’ team of sector specialists are on hand, ready to find a
solution and translate clients’ brand values into an unforgettable sporting experience.
James Draper

|

james.draper@atpi.com

|

+44 (0)207 111 8500

AFEX
We’ve taken the complexity out of foreign exchange and global payments, helping businesses
around the world send and receive payments in over 180 countries. Our solutions and payment
technologies are tailored to support your growth and meet your unique business requirements,
while protecting your bottom-line.
Mike Wainwright

|

mwainwright@afex.com

|

+44 (0)800 680 06260

City of GoldCoast
Defined by its spectacular beaches, hinterland ranges, forests, waterways and vibrant communities,
the Gold Coast is an outstanding global city which is proudly looking towards the future, including
hosting the Commonwealth Games in 2018.
We service Australia’s sixth largest city, which is home to more than 530,000 residents. We are
responsible for providing much of the planning and infrastructure needed for Australia’s fastest
growing city. It also deals with many of the day-to-day community needs such as garbage collection,
local law, libraries and lifeguards.
Corey Bell

| CBELL@goldcoast.qld.gov.au

|

+61 (0) 7 5581 7267

Etherlive
Etherlive has the experience and supplier relationships to arrange whatever connectivity is required
for your event. Our approach is to work with events to clarify what type and how much internet is
required before placing orders or exploring provision options for the site.
Tom McInerney

|

tom.mcinerney@etherlive.co.uk

|

+44 (0) 1666 800129

SPONSOR S

Identity Group
Identity is a global, full service live events agency with over 20 years of experience delivering
live events within the conference, exhibition and experiential space for blue chip companies
and governments. As experts in the planning, design, management and delivery of world class
immersive experiences, our ‘all in one place’ approach allows us to save clients time and money
while delivering consistently exceptional results.
Michael Gietzen

| michael.gietzen@identitygroup.co.uk

|

+44 (0) 1323 469111

Evolv
Evolv Technology started as a small team with a clear mission: return confidence and peace of mind
to people visiting public spaces by changing the paradigm of how security professionals can assure
venues are safe from the most serious threats without compromising visitor experience. We’ve
accomplished this by fusing the latest sensor and AI technology to consistently and reliably scan
every visitor without the hassle and the gaps presented by century-old metal detector technology.
In the past two years, we have become the standard for visitor security, having screened more than
50 million people entering public attractions, stadiums, entertainment venues, houses of worship,
hotels, hospitals, and more.
Nathan Bailey

| nbailey@evolvtechnology.com

|

+1 781-374-8100

S2 | FOAMHAND
S2 | FOAMHAND is a division of S2 Global, an OSI Systems company OSIS (NASDAQ) and a world
class leader in detection system implementation, training, staffing and maintenance. Used at over
50 inspection sites around the globe, our integration platform, CertScan® delivers accelerated
inspection at any entry. Our dedication and experience has resulted in a suite of systems,
knowledge and experienced personnel available on-demand for clients of all sizes.
Melissa Odegaard

| modegaard@rapiscansystems.com

|

+1 571-227-6792
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Media Partners

A big thank you is needed to our amazing media partners for their contribution to making
the Major Events Summit the success it has been so far. Learn more about how you can
contact them by visiting our partnership page
https://www.majoreventsinternational.com/partnership/
If you’re interested in partnering with us and bringing exposure to your organisation,
please don’t hesitate to get in contact with me below.
Ibrar Khalid
Marketing Executive
Major Events International
Office: +44(0) 20 7709 2350
Mobile: +44(0) 7833 612305
Email: ikhalid@majoreventsint.com
Web: www.majoreventsinternational.com
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IN ADDITION TO OUR SPONSOR E XHIBITOR S THE FOLLOWING ORGANISATIONS PARTICIPATED

Better Events
Better Events VR is a team of experienced major events professionals committed to utilising
award-winning extended reality (XR) software and create virtual experiences that enthral,
engage, influence and inspire. Allowing their clients to experience the extraordinary from a
new perspective.At Better Events VR we can create a magnificent true and accurate 3D digital twin
of your venue, event or festival. We can provide a full XR service and use technologies already
pressure tested in other sectors such as education, construction and mining and bring them
to the world of event management.
Ingrid Arkesteijn

| iarkesteijn@bettereventsvr.com

|

+41 784 003 286

EPG
The Event Planning Group (EPG) are your global event specialists operating in the world of
international events. As a professional event planning and delivery company, EPG has a proven
track record of helping define, plan and deliver many of the world’s leading events – including the
Winter Olympics, Asian Games, Commonwealth Games, Pan American Games, World University
Games, Cricket, Rugby & Football World Cups, and every Summer Olympic Games since 2000. The
EPG team has also taken part in the delivery of a diverse range of corporate & community event
profiles including festivals, celebrations and exhibitions. Operating for over 20 years out of five
global offices, EPG understand no two events are the same and that each event has its own set of
objectives, cost models, programme requirements and cultural challenges. They understand the
landscape that defines an event and utilise their global network to deliver international expertise.
Their “Global Reach - Local Focus” philosophy ensures a local skills legacy is left after any event.
Andrew Sharp

|

asharp@eventplanninggroup.com

|

+61 409 178 423

Taylor Bridges
Helping companies to prevent and manage major incidences in the workplace – no matter the
industry. We offer niche training & consultancy that will cover any safety, security, compliance or
traffic management related needs. TaylorBridges understand exactly what companies require
from a safety & security training standpoint, with a vast experience spanning 30 years and working
towards national and international standards, we are more than qualified to help your business –
wherever you are in the world.
Steve Laws

|

steve.laws@taylorbridgesconsultancy.com

|

+44 (0) 75 3901 2731

IN ADDITION TO OUR SPONSOR E XHIBITOR S THE FOLLOWING ORGANISATIONS PARTICIPATED

Met Office
The Met Office is the national meteorological service for the UK. We provide critical weather
services and world-leading climate science, helping you make better decisions to stay safe and
thrive.
Steve Davey

| steven.davey@metoffice.gov.uk

|

+44 (0) 870 777 4301

Control Risks
Control Risks is a specialist global risk consultancy that helps to create secure, compliant and
resilient organisations in an age of ever-changing risk. Working across disciplines, technologies
and geographies, everything we do is based on our belief that taking risks is essential to our
clients’ success. We provide our clients with the insight to focus resources and ensure they are
prepared to resolve the issues and crises that occur in any ambitious global organisation. We go
beyond problem-solving and provide the insight and intelligence needed for our clients to realise
opportunities and grow.
Daniel Heal

|

Daniel.Heal@controlrisks.com

|

+44 (0) 20 7970 2100

Blade Rigg
Blade Rigg is a specialist blend providing total branding, fan engagement and rigging internationally.
We build, print & manufacture our own sets, props and theming in our workshop. With experience
including major events like the Olympic games, various world cups and stadiums we have the
capability to support your branding & fan engagement to the highest level. With print partners
globally we are striving to support the larger global stage.
Jason Barris

|

jason@blade-rigg.com

|

+44 (0) 20 3441 4500

Avigilon/Motorola Solutions
Avigilon a Motorola Solutions company designs, develops and manufactures solutions in access
control, video analytics, cloud, surveillance cameras, video management software and hardware.
Our latest security solutions are designed to support organisations as they explore methods in
moving staff safely back into their offices or facilities. These offerings focus on the key elements
of safety and security around COVID-19, including No Face Mask Detection, Occupancy Counting,
Social Distancing Detection and Contact Tracing Reports. Avigilon, together with Motorola Solutions
provide integrated systems for video security, access control and critical communications.
Mike Dean

|

mike.dean@motorolasolutions.com

|

+1 888-281-5182

IN ADDITION TO OUR SPONSOR E XHIBITOR S THE FOLLOWING ORGANISATIONS PARTICIPATED

In It Live
InitLive’s all-in-one solution for event staff workforce management and volunteer program
management offers industry-leading efficiency. InitLive’s solution streamlines recruitment,
scheduling, and real-time management for organizations and event producers of all sizes.
InitLive is committed to setting your event up for success by :
•

You build an outstanding team of skilled and committed staff and volunteers

•

Provide a spectacular attendee experience every time through a flawlessly planned and
executed event

•

Optimize and evolve your event to scale year-over-year.

Cassandra Smallmanl

| cassandra.smallman@initlive.com

|

(613) 271-5983

Sports Stiks
Sportstiks is the original athlete ID solutions provider. We produce temporary tattoos, race bibs,
tri-sets and everything else that your event, large or small, needs to ensure entrants and athletes
are given a streamlined pre-race experience and are easily identified during competition. We
innovate, others imitate.. Over 700,000 tattoos were produced by our team in 2019 for events all
around the world – we are serious about this athlete ID stuff. Ask us about new product range using
sustainable materials to help event organisers provide more environmentally friendly events.
Craig Page

|

Craig.Page@Sportstiks.co.uk

|

+44 (0)1277 281 920

First Group
We provide easy and convenient mobility, improving quality of life by connecting people and
communities. FirstGroup is a leading provider of transport services in the UK and North America.
Whether for business, education, health, social or recreation – we get our customers where they
want to be, when they want to be there. We create solutions that reduce complexity, making travel
smoother and life easier.
David Gardner

|

david.a.gardner@firstgroup.com

|

+44 (0)345 646 0707

Raven Controls
Developed by resilience experts, Raven Controls manages the right information to the right
people at the right time. Respond to incidents with greater efficiency than ever before. Raven is an
innovative live-time integrated event logging and incident management tool giving multiple levels of
command the greatest visibility yet. The Raven platform is scalable to account for small events and
stadia through to major multi-sport events across multiple venues and sports.
Ian Kerr

|

ian@ravencontrols.co.uk

|

+44 (0)14 1447 4731

IN ADDITION TO OUR SPONSOR E XHIBITOR S THE FOLLOWING ORGANISATIONS PARTICIPATED

Cerberus
Cerberus Tech Ltd operates a fully managed global IP video delivery network, leveraging the very
latest in broadcast technology to deliver live content anywhere in the world. Their purpose built
cloud platform, Livelink, gives content and rights owners a commercially attractive, cost-effective
alternative to traditional satellite and fibre whilst maintaining end-to-end latency and faultless
quality with additional rights management functions. For ‘always on’ managed services. Cerberus
Tech have delivered world championship boxing, football, horse racing, ice hockey, corporate &
E-sports product launches demonstrating their capability, reliability and sustainability to deliver first
class events to a global audience.
Andy Howard

| andy.howard@cerberus.tech

|

+44 (0)239 303 2017

Cellhire
Established in York, UK in 1987, Cellhire is a global provider of mobile connectivity solutions, offering
a simple way for businesses and individuals to stay connected around the world. Cellhire is the
leading event telco specialist with over 40 direct UK and international mobile network operator
partnerships. Providing expertise and coverage across the globe, Cellhire offers its clients bespoked
voice and data mobile solutions, assuring carrier grade cellular access at major global events. Our
long-established event clients range from major international Sports Teams and Federations to
Print and Broadcast Media, Global Sponsors and other Event Vendors (transport, infrastructure,
hospitality).
Tim Taylor

| timtaylor@cellhire.com

|

+44 (0) 1904 616703

DB Schenkers
DB Schenker is the world’s leading global logistics provider — we support industry and trade in
the global exchange of goods through land transport, worldwide air and ocean freight, contract
logistics and supply chain management. Integrated logistics resides at the world’s most important
intersections, where the flow of goods creates an effective link between carriers. Our business
holds top positions in automotive, technology, consumer goods, trade fair logistics, special
transports, and special events logistics.
Anja Shweickert

|

anja.shweickert@dbschenker.com

|

+49 (0) 6107 74-612

IN ADDITION TO OUR SPONSOR E XHIBITOR S THE FOLLOWING ORGANISATIONS PARTICIPATED

Wiz Team
Wiz-Team are The Event Experts, with head offices in Lausanne, Switzerland and with registered
subsidiaries in Brussels (Belgium) and Kiev (Ukraine). Wiz-Team brings more than 15 years of
experience in event management solutions such as Event-Works, a SaaS (Software as a Service) allin-one event management platform as well as event consultancy, delivery and data management.
Tim Goethals

|

tim@wiz-team.com

|

+41 (0) 21 311 77 37

Optimisation Hub
The Optimisation Hub is a performance and life resilience resource for global athletes and sports
people. Providing a world first global platform utilising evidence based programs for Olympic sport,
national sports, community sports and education,
Athletes and sports people experience many transitions within sport and everyday life and are
amongst the most neglected in career and professional development pathways in our society. This
is particularly unacceptable considering the young age many begin their sporting careers.

Graziella Thake

|

graziella@theoptimisationhub.com

|

+61 468 926 111

Stack Sports
Stack Sports is the global leader of Sports Technology solutions to the youth sports market,
National Governing Bodies, Event Providers, Professional clubs. community trusts & foundations.
We partner with organisations to assist them in understanding their membership base whilst
providing easy to use technology solutions to manage events, competitions or drive an increase in
revenue through our fundraising and e-Commerce solutions.
Andrew Hicks

| ahicks@sportstg.com

|

+1 (866) 892-0777

MEI Members
Contact MEI to connect with any of our professional members
Learn more HERE - https://www.majoreventsinternational.com/directory/
2CL Communications

Two-way radio communication solutions

AFEX

Exclusive foreign exchange partner

Amadeus

An innovative provider of Strategic Planning& Project Management Services for
major events

AndArchitects

Consultants for infrasture and overlay

ATPI

Full travel solutions

Arc International

Event Insurance

Avigilon/Motorola

HD CCTV

Beyond 90

Fan Engagement, Live Events and Brand Experience Agency

Blade Rigg

Rigging, production construction, experiential marketing and branding expert

Capture the Event

Unique photographic brand activation platform

Control Risks

Specialist global risk consultancy

Controlled Events

Command, Control and Coordination to support event delivery

Covi-Pass

Health passport for a Covi-secure future

Creative Technology

Event production specialist

Crowd Dynamics

Crowd tracking and analysis

DB Schenker

International Logistics provider

Design Security

Security and stewarding provider plus H&S consultancy

Drone Evolution

Using drones for medium-term mobile security monitoring and crowd management

Entertainment Effects

Event Special effects

Etherlive

Event technology specialist for Wi-Fi, internet, networks, CCTV and expert consulting

Event & Exhibition Partnership

Security & Heath and Safety consultancy and provision

Event Detection Dog

Explosive, pyrotechnic , firearms, and drug detection.

Event Planning Group

Consultancy: defining, planning and delivering mega and major sporting events

EventsAIR

Sports event management software

Evolution Dome

Sales, hire and manufacture temporary structures

MEI Members
Evolv Technology

Sophisticated scanning technology

First Group

Travel services

G4S Secure Solutions

Guest security

Giggabox

Video Production | Live Events | TV Programmes & Commercials; live streaming

Gracenote

Analytics and insights - sports content creation

Halo Solutions

Award winning Command, Control, Communications & Intelligence software for
Incident and Event Management

HID Global

Manufacturer of secure identity products such as mobile ticket

Identity Group

Creative live events agency

In It Live

Event Management software

Incognitus

Project and operations management

Locards

Pyrotechnic (Flares) protection and consultancy

MASS

Provide integrated security services and products

Met Office

Weather forecasts

Nielsen

Analytics and insights- sports content creation

Norwest

Event production specialists in Audio

Off to Work

Hospitality recruitment, staffing, training and consultancy

Pico

Brand Activation- experience creation- event management

PMY

Technology advisory, financial investment and delivery

Protec/ Global Event Productions Event production agency
Quadratica

Online training/courses helping to protect environments

Radiohire NRB

Two-way radio communication solutions

Rapiscan/S2/ Foamhand

Security screening provider

Raven Controls

Software provision for live-time event logging and incident management

Roder

Sales, hire and manufacture temporary structures

Rosehill Polymers

Cost effective barriers for crowd and traffic control

Rosterfy/ Event Workforce

Event workforce management software.

Royal Life Saving Society

All water-related safety

Sport Systems

Delivery accreditation, internal ticketing, and guest management
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Sports Ground Safety Authority

Association representing the sports ground community and those that serve it

Syrox

Software developers - web and app

Taylor Bridges

Provide security support and training

The Technical Department

Specialist electrical contractor: generators, switchgear, transformers, cabling and
lighting

Ticketmaster

Ticket sales and distribution

Vianden Group

Event and brand activation consultancy

Voyage Control

Logistics software

WeTrack

Event Delivery Software – Projects/Risks/Readiness/Incidents/Run Sheets)

WizTeam

Experts in event management solutions

Designed to help rights holders find
the best suppliers and talent to
ensure their events are safe, efficient
and profitable.
A revolutionary information transaction portal for major global
sporting events, this will provide the Olympic and World Cup
event organisers with the first ever single interface to best-ofbreed global suppliers enabling the company and its supply
partners to grow.
It enables approved best-of-breed suppliers to find out about
procurement opportunities and have a raised profile in front of
those hosting major sport events.
Click the link below to watch the video!

To sign up or find out more contact us on:

0044 (0) 207 709 2350
www.majoreventsinternational.com/the-portal/
info@theeventportal.com

GET IN TOUCH
SUMMIT@MAJOREVENTSINT.COM
+44(0) 207 709 2350
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